
Small talk in and out
of the office

Whether you’re eating lunch in the
break room or mingling at the office
holiday party, it’s important to keep
your cool and know how to keep the

conversation flowing. Always
remember, to keep small talk light;

your counterpart may choose to share
personal details or pull up family
photos, but never pry or push for

those kinds of details.

 

From the day you interview to the day you retire, you are in a relationship with every
single co-worker, manager, customer, and vendor (whether you like it or not). One of the
most important aspects of healthy workplace relationships is learning to navigate conflict.

It’s through differences of opinion and respectful critique that new ideas are able to
grow and flourish. When faced with conflict, always examine yourself first and do your
best to push aside biases before engaging. And always keep in mind that everyone you

interact with has a life outside of the office – your co-worker’s seemingly heated
response about an upcoming presentation may have nothing to do with work and

everything to do with her life outside of the 9-5.

Dress to impress

In the day and age of coffee shop
workplaces and sit/stand desks, it

can be hard to know what to wear in
your new office. Don’t be afraid to

ask for clarification on company dress
code. For some workplaces, “casual”

may still mean button downs and
dress shoes, while for others it may
be flip flops and shorts. Never be

afraid to ask your co-workers.

Answer your phone
promptly and correctly

No doubt at some point you have
fumbled through an awkward phone
call.  Here's how to avoid that. Shy

away from lengthy monologues
(unless required by your

organization.) State your name and
organization upfront and allow the

caller time to respond to you. 
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Write thank you
emails

Everyone likes to be appreciated and
acknowledged; however, workplace
inboxes are constantly flooded with

information and requests. Keep
follow-up emails brief and to the

point. Let your reader know within
the first sentence if a response or
follow-up work is required on their

end.
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